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Elemental Magic, Volume I: The Art of Special Effects AnimationFocal Press, 2009

	In the spring of 2004, at the Annecy International Animation Festival
	in France, a dear friend and I had a conversation about animation
	books. Interesting, we noted, that there is not a single book dedicated
	to classical hand-drawn special effects animation, even though it is an
	enormously important aspect of the animation business,...
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Dictionary of Landscape Architecture and ConstructionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
In an industry that involves the skills, expertise, and labor of a wide-range of professionals and workers, good communications become crucial, and a common vocabulary is key to successful projects. Many of the terms used in landscape architecture, land planning, environmental planning, and landscape construction are unavailable, or so new, or...
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The Lady Tasting Tea: How Statistics Revolutionized Science in the Twentieth CenturyW. H. Freeman, 2001
Science is inextricably linked with mathematics. Statistician David  Salsburg examines the development of ever-more-powerful statistical methods  for determining scientific truth in The Lady Tasting Tea, a series  of historical and biographical sketches that illuminate without alienating  the mathematically timid. Salsburg, who has worked...
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Williams' GynecologyMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The first guide to bridge the gap between medical and surgical gynecology 
Written by clinicians from the same department of Obstetrics and Gynecology responsible for the landmark bestseller Williams Obstetrics, this full-color text and atlas offers a complete overview of gynecology that no other source can match. In...
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Getting Up To Speed: The Future Of SupercomputingNational Academy Press, 2005
High-performance computing is important in solving complex problems in areas from climate and biology to national security. Several factors have led to the recent reexamination of the rationale for federal investment in research and development in support of high-performance computing, including continuing changes in the various component...
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The Go Programming Language Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2012

	The Go Programming Language Phrasebook 


	Essential Go code and idioms for all facets of the development process 


	 


	This guide gives you the code “phrases” you need to quickly and...
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iOS Components and Frameworks: Understanding the Advanced Features of the iOS SDK (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Take Your Next Leap Forward as an iOS App Developer! Covers iOS 7 and Xcode 5


	 


	iOS Components and Frameworks will help you leverage iOS’s powerful components and frameworks to build apps with outstanding performance, reliability,...
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Relationship Marketing: Exploring Relational Strategies in MarketingFinancial Times Management, 2011

	Relationship Marketing comprehensively examines relationships in marketing and how these influence modern marketing strategy and practice, by critically reviewing and analysing what has been described as 'marketing's new paradigm'. Established as the key text in the area, the fourth edition continues to offer an accessible and...
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Formative Assessment in United States Classrooms: Changing the Landscape of Teaching and LearningPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book examines the history of formative assessment in the US and explores its potential for changing the landscape of teaching and learning to meet the needs of twenty-first century learners. The author uses case studies to illuminate the complexity of teaching and the externally imposed and internally constructed contextual...
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The Michael Chekhov Handbook: For the ActorRoutledge, 2009
'Petit's words go right to the heart of Chekhov's technique ... Anyone looking for a key to understanding more about Michael Chekhov's technique will devour it.' – Jessica Cerullo, Michael Chekhov Association, NYC

The Michael Chekhov technique is today seen as one of the most influential and inspiring...
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Essential ASP.NET 2.0Addison Wesley, 2006
Essential ASP.NET 2.0 is the Microsoft developer's definitive reference for ASP.NET 2.0 programming. It covers all you need to know to build robust, well-designed Web applications with ASP.NET 2.0, Visual Studio 2005, and .NET 2.0. ASP.NET MVP Fritz Onion and Developer Security MVP Keith Brown draw on their unparalleled...
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3D Lighting: History, Concepts, and Techniques (With CD-ROM) (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2000
The majority of computer graphics books are either too general or too  application-specific. The field of 3-D computer graphics possesses tremendous  depth, and any aspect of it is worthy of a focused career. In large studios,  artists concentrate on just one phase of production, be it modeling, texturing,  animation, or rendering. If you're...
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